Wednesday, December 4, 2019: Launch limited to specified stores

THREEʼs new KOU, bringing you a subtle and light scent.
Let the KOU (incense) slowly fill the space, while you enjoy the ancient tradition of incense
and fragrance.
Based on the rich oriental style incense of the long-standing Kungyokudo store in Kyoto,
this incense blended with THREEʼs essential oils slowly fills the area with balance.

<Mion>

<Seion>

<Enbi>

THREE Rhythm Kou 美苑 (Mion) <Incense> 20 pieces 2,500 yen (excluding tax)
A mellow orange essential oil is blended with the ʻsacred fragranceʼ of cardamom,
as well as sweet and spicy cinnamon. Perfect for a relaxing moment before going to sleep. This
incense will envelop you in a warm and soothing comfort.

THREE Rhythm Kou 静穏 (Seion) <Incense> 20 pieces 2,800 yen (excluding tax)
Blending essential oils of a clean rosemary aroma and delicate bergamot fragrance with spicy
clove scent. For better concentration or freeing yourself from things that worry you. An incense
for refreshment.

THREE Rhythm Kou 艶美 (Enbi) <Incense> 20 pieces 6,500 yen (excluding tax)
A blend with roses and star anise herbs, known to be the essential oils for women.
A subtle but alluring atmosphere fills the room, adding a luxurious feel. Recommended when you
want to calm your mind and body, and for perfecting your beauty.

THREE Rhythm Kou Kit
<Incense> 15 pieces 3 types 9,500 yen (excluding tax)
A selection that provides enjoyment of incense in the changing
rhythm and scenarios of daily lives with the three different
RHYTHM KOU incenses of Mion, Seion, and Enbi. The incense
packed in glass bottles are perfect for gifts as well as home
decorations.

Kungyokudo: Established in 1594 as a pharmaceutical trader with ties to the Honganji Temple in Kyoto. The founder, Ouno
Riemon took interest in aromatic woods since childhood, and established the foundation of Kungyokudo as a incense
merchant, dedicating his time to the research on aromatic materials. For over 425 years since establishment, Kungyokudo
delivers the fragrance which matches the time period, while passing down its traditions.
ÚAll prices shown are the manufacturerʼs recommended retail price.
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